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.Outlander Star Caitriona Balfe Has Never Been Happier British actress

and Outlander star Caitriona Balfe is happy after sowing romance with her
Scottish nobleman. The actress plays Claire Randall in the TV adaptation

of Diana Gabaldon's beloved book series Outlander. Caitriona reveals that
her character is happy after growing close with her new husband, Jamie.

She shared, "I'm quite happy actually. I have had a whole lifetime of
never being happy, ever. [But] the last couple of years with this show, I've
been absolutely, thankfully, happy." Caitriona also appreciates the magic
between Claire and Jamie as they face their many troubles. "We get to tell
the stories of two very wonderful people," she continued. "Both of whom

have their own narrative to live through and you get to see how they
handle it. One is a young woman who's been separated from her family

and friend-family, and the other is a young man who's also facing his own
[troubled] history and finding himself, and together they get to tell the
story of who they are." The actress also admitted that Claire's reunion

with James is more poignant. "It is kind of a heartwarming thing for me to
be playing, because it's really about Jamie and Claire and how they meet
again and again and again. But every time you see them, it's a little bit
different and a little bit more interesting. This is my love letter to Diana
Gabaldon. I love her writing. I think it's extraordinary." Do you think that

the reunion of Jamie and Claire is magical? In the meantime, Caitriona has
shared her favorite scenes from the new season in which Claire meets

Jamie for the first time. Fans of the show look forward to the third season
of Outlander next year. But if you want a sneak peek of the second

season, simply get to watching and turn to page 122 to enjoy a first look
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